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ABSTRACT

of obesity. The resultant computation- of odds ratios,
and particularly' of associated confidence intervals, is
tedious and subject to considerable error when
performed by hand. The development of a SAS
program to calculate these measures appears beneficial
not only for use with final logistic regression models,
but also for use in model fitting to determine which
variables should be included.

Odds ratios and associated confidence intervals are
frequently used measures in epidemiologic and
biomedical research and are often derived from logistic
regression models. Computation of these measures is
straightforward when based on simple logistic
regression models. Many logistic regression models,
however are complex and involve interactions of
independent variables. In this case, computations of
these measures may be quite tedious and subject to
error if performed by hand. An automated .method
using the SAS® software is not currently available for
use in these more complex regressions. We present a
simple and quick computer program for calculating odds
ratios and confidence intervals from logistic regression
output using SASIIML® software. The method may be
used both for reporting results from a final reduced
logistic regression model and for model fitting in which
the magnitude of effect of a variable is a criterion for
model inclusion. The method is also applicable for use
based on output from other regression models.
I

We describe a relatively simple and straightforward
computer program for generating odds ratios and
associated confidence intervals using SASIIML
software, that relies on outputted results from a. logistic
regression analysis. We present background on
estimation of odds ratios and confidence intervals,
matrix algebra development for their estimation, and
use of the IML procedure to generate these measures,
combined with specific examples.

ESTIMATION OF ODDS RATIOS AND
ASSOCIATED CONFIDENCE INTERVALS
The general equation for the logistic regression model
is:

INTRODUCTION

logit (P)

Logistic regression analysis is frequently used in
epidemiologic and, biomedical research to assess the
magnitude of effect of a risk factor on an outcome.
The specific measure obtained from this analysis, the
odds ratio, is directly calculated from the coefficient(s)
of the desired independent variable(s). A confidence
interval around the odds ratio may also be calculated
using coefficient variances and covariances to indicate
the degree of confidence that the true population odds
ratio is close to the estimated value.
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where x" ... , xn denote the values of the independent
variables, Po, .. " In denote the- regression coefficients,
p denotes the probability that the outcome of interest
occurs, and

logit (p)

=

log
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An estimate of the magnitude of effect of an
independent variable on the outcome. is calculated by
the odds ratio (OR):

Although the LOGISTIC procedure of SAS/STA~
software currently provides odds ratios with associated
confidence intervals for the effects of independent
variables, these measures only have meaning when the
independent variables stand alone as main effect
variables, such as if we wished to examine the odds
ratio for diabetes in blacks compared to whites.
However, because most chronic diseases are
multitactorial in etiology, many logistic regression
equations are complex. The complexity may be due to
the inclusion of both, linear and squared independent
variables or to the inclusion of two· and three-way
interactions of variables. An example of an effect for a
two-way interaction would be the odds ratio for
diabetes in blacks compared to whites at varying levels
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OR
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where x" denotes the value of x( for the numerator
group, and X;o denotes the value of x, for the
denominator group.
Expression (1) is algebraically equivalent to:

When a logistic regression model is fitted to a set of
data, maximum likelihood estimates ~ I of the
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coefficients ~,are obtained, together with estimates of
the variances of th.e
var (~,), and all pairwise
covariances, COY (~, ~,). An estimate of the odds ratio
is given by (Kleinbaum et at, 1982):

p"

Table 1. LOllistic Re$!ression Model Assessin$! Race and
Other Risk Factors for Diabetes in the U.S.

Race (blacklwhite)
Sex (women/men)
Aget
Family history of
diabetes (yes/no)

A large sample confidence interval around the odds ratio
estimate is obtained by (Kleinbaum et aI., 1982):

powt
POW, squared
Education level §
Subscapularltriceps ratio ~
Race x POW
Race x POW, squared
Sex x POW
Sex x POW, squared
Age x POW
Age x POW, squared
Sex x subscapular/triceps

(2)

= standard

where Z./2

normal. deviate

corresponding to a probability of «/2 in
each tail,

log

l5R

=

•
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and

var(log OR)

=

t var(~~

ratio

'(XI1 -XlOf

+

*

• •

Coefficient

o-value

0.4015
0.4706
1.0264

•
•
•

0.9795
0.3334
0.2025
·0.1933
0.1689
0.2627
-0.1215
0.2731
-0.2310
0.1157
-0.0580

<0.001

0.3997

0.04

•
0.04

•
0.05

•

0.03

•

0.03

p value not specified because effect of variable- depends on

other covariates

"E"E
cov(~,~r(XI1-XIO)(X/1-XP)
I
i
¢

We illustrate both the calculation and interpretation of
the OR and its associated confidence interval in the
following example. Table 1 shows a final logistic
regression model after fitting a series of models to
assess the effect of race and other risk factors on risk
of diabetes in the U.S. using data from a national health
survey. The relationship of the independent variables
with the outcome variable of diabetes is complex. In
this model, only the variables of education and family
history of diabetes are related to diabetes solely as main
effects. All other variables are related to diabetes as
two·way interactions, through the modifying effects of
other variables. As will be seen below, the calculation
of odds ratios and associated confidence intervals is

t

Age (in yrs) standardized by subtracting mean (42.71) and
dividing resultant quantity by standard deviation (15.27)

:1:

POW (percent desirable weight) standardized by subtracting
mean (124.07) and dividing resultant quantity by standard
deviation (23.42)

§

Education levels: 12th/9- 1 2th/..=f 8th grades

II

Subscapular/triceps ratio standardized by subtracting mean
(1.15) and dividing resultant quantity by standard deviation
(0.56)
Reprinted with permission of The American Journa/ of
Epidemi%gy. Cowie, CC, Harris, MI, Silverman, RE et al.
(1993), Effect of multiple risk factors on differences between
blacks and whites in the prevalence bf non-insulin-dependent
diabetes mellitus in the United States, 137(7). Copyright@)
1993 by The Johns Ho~kins University School of Hygiene and
Public Health.

more complicated in this case.

The variance of the estimated coefficient for family
history of diabetes, ~" is 0.015172. Since family
history is related to diabetes as a main effect only and
no interactions are'involved, a 95 percent confidence
interval for the odds ratio is calculated by:

Suppose that we wish to examine the effect of having a
family history of diabetes on the odds of having
diabetes. The OR would be estimated as:

e(O·9795) .1.96.,10.015172 = (2.1, 3.4)
where: x" = family history of diabetes in group
j: 1 if yes, 0 if no.

since: var (l0$! OR)

= (1

- 0)' (0.015172)

= 0.015172

The calculation of odds ratios and associated
confidence intervals based on interactions of variables is
more complicated. Suppose that we wish to examine
the odds of diabetes in blacks compared to whites.
Since the effect of race varies with level of obesity
(measured as percent desirahle weight or POWI. the risk
in blacks relative to whites can only be expressed at
specific levels of POW. All terms involving race and

Substituting in actual values, the expression becomes:

OR = e(0.9795)(1-0) = 2.7
According to this estimate, the odds of diabetes is 2.7fold greater in those with a family history of diabetes
compared to those without a family history.
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race by POW interactions are needed in the estimation
of the OR. The estimation of the OR at a given POW
level would be:
.

f5R =

e ii, (x"

- x,o) • ii. ("2, - .....) • 6.(...., -....)

where x Ii = race: 1 if black, 0 if white; x 21
race x POW = x,;c",: race Ix1ft is coded as
above and POW 1x",1 is value of POW
standardized according "to Table 1; and

=

"iii = x,J~.

For a POW level of 150, sl.lbstituting in actual variable
values and parameter estimates, the expression
becomes:
-

OR = B

'60-'24.07)_(0)('60-'23.42
24.07))
+ (-0.'21 5)(1)( l!iO;,;;.rrT)' -(0)( l!iO;,;;.o7)')

(0.4015) (1-0)+(0.2627)(1)(
......02

=

at a level of 150 vs. 100 for black women at age 50,
eight terms would be needed for the calculation of the
odds ratio and 29 variances and covariances of
coefficients would be required for estimating the
variance of log f5F1.
An alternative representation of these formulae to
calculate these measures relies on matrix algebra. It
uses the coefficients, variances, and covariances from a

logistiC regression model, and the differences between
the independent IXI variables that the analyst wishes to
compare, as input to PROC IML. A large number of
odds ratios and associated confidence intervals can be

calculated easily. Quickly, and without error.

MATI;IIX ALGE;BRA DEVELOPMENT
We previously saw that

eO.54336 = 1.7

log em

According to this result, the odds of diabetes is seventy
percent greater in blacks than whites at a POW of 150.
Referring to Table 2 for coefficient variances and
covariances, a 95 percent confidence interval would be
calculated by the following:

e O•54336 .1.96 ylO.06126

where

n

E
,.,

=

Xit

~/(XI1- xlO)

denotes the value of

XI

of the

numerator group and xIIJ denotes the value of
of the denominator group.
If we let ~ be the ve9tor of X differences:

= 11.1, 2.81

since var (log ORI is obtained as:

(O.O78558) (' -0)' + (O.084489)(ll)('!iO~07) -(0)(150~rrT))'

(0.003644+)('50;,.:.07)' _(O)('50~:-07)'r
2[1-0.032814) (1 -0) (,)(150~07) _(0)(,50~~4.07))
+ (0.002523)(1 - 0+) ('50~:-rrT)' _
(0) ('60~:-rrT)')
•(_0.012265)(1)('50;,.:.07) _10>('50;,.:-rrT))
+

+

(1)('50~4.07)' _(0)('50~·07)')1.

And ~ be the vector of estimated coefficients:

0.06126

~n
Table 2. Variance-covarlance f'nII'bIx for selected coefficients of final

Then:

logistic regres.lon model.

~1

(Race)

~1 (Racel
0.076558
~2 (Race x POW) ·0.0328'4
~3 (Race x PDW2) 0.002523

~2

(Race x POW)

Pa (Race x PDW2)

0.064489

·0.0'2285

and

~' ~ ,

131

log i5R

(4)

OR = e 1ogi5R

=

0.003644

We also previously saw that:
The tediousness of the above calculation is apparent.
For this model, calculations of odds ratios involving
comparison of the odds of diabetes at different levels of
POW would require more terms in the expressions (1)
and 121. All terms involving POW would be needed, and
a level of race, sex, and age would have to be specified.
For example, if we were to compare the effect of POW

var(log OR)
II

II

Ei Ej
~
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=

t.

var(~J '(XIf -x/Of·

_,

cov (~, ~ ~ . (XIf - X.,)(Xr Xp)

Xl

If we let I( be the variance-covariance matrix of the
coefficients:

1(=

var(p,)

cov(~,.~~ ... COv(~'.~n)

OOV(P2' P,)

Var(~2)
".

oov(~". ~,)
Then:
(5)

Var(log OR)

=

>S' I( J5

This result may be incorporated in the formula we saw
earlier for the confidence interval around the odds ratio:

the variance-covariance matrix is read from "Varcov"

and printed'. Rowand column headings and formats f9r
the printed numeric output are also assigned in these
lines through the use of the MATTRIB statement. In
lines 55 through 81, the vector of X differences and its
transpose are specified, as well as row and column
headings and labels. Computations are found in lines
83 through 115. Specification of expression 3is found
in line 86, expression 4 in line 98, expression 5 in line
93, and expression 2 in lines 109 and 114. The output
contains a print of all matrices for checking purposes
and is followed by computation results. When
computing additional odds ratios and confidence
intervals for a specific regression model, all the
investigator need do is change the definition of the X
vector (lines 65-68). This can be done by defining lines
55-115 as a SAS MACRO and defining the x vector
(XP) as a macro variable. For help in model fitting to
determine which variables should be included, the
analyst may decide to program more informally with
fewer names and labels.

USE OF THE IML PROCEDURE

CONCLUSION

To calculate these measures using the IMl procedure,
the vector of coefficients, ~, and the variance-

The IML procedure is useful for calculating odds ratios
and associated confidence intervals based on

covariance matrix of the coefficients,

Y,

coefficients and a variance-covariance matrix from a

are obtained

logistic regression model. PROC IML is particularly

from output generated from a logistic regression

efficient when logistic regression models are complex

program. The analyst specifies the vector of X
differences for the groups he wishes to compare for risk
of the outcome. For a term not involved in the
calculation of the particular odds ratio of interest, the
value of the difference is set to zero. The program may

and include many independent variables, both linear and
squared independent variables, or two- and three-way
interactions of variables. We have also used this

be run interactively or in batch mode.

from Cox proportional hazards regreSSion.

method, with' minor modification, to compute mean
estimates from linear regression and relative death rates

We provide an example to illustrate the use of our
computer program to generate odds ratios and
confidence intervals. The example was alluded to
earlier for comparing the effect of POW on risk of
diabetes at a level of 150 vs. 100 for black women at
age 50, based on the model in Table 1. Estimation of
the odds ratio and confidence interval is complex since
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so many terms and coefficient variances and
covariances are needed. The logistic regression

coefficients (Table 1) and full variance-covariance
matrix for the model were outputted to a SAS data file
for access by PROC IML as shown below.
Appendix

Jov-ides the code and output for our

SAS, SAS/IML, and SAS/STAT are registered
trademarks or trademarks of SAS Institute Inc. in the
USA and other countries. ® indicates USA regsitration.

example using the IML procedure. Programming code is
referenced by line numbers appearing to the left of the
code. Lines 6 through 12 acceSS the SAS file created
by the logistic regression program and select
observations to be outputted to two separate files, one
containing coefficients entitled "Betas" and the other
containing the variance-covariance matrix entitled

"Varcov". Lines 21 through 22 invoke the IML
procedure and define processing options. In lines 26

through 36, the vector of coefficients is read from the
SAS file "Betas" and printed, and in lines 38 through 53
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Appendix 1, Code and output for example using PROC IML
1.

• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.

2.
3.

• GENERATE ODDS RATIOS AND .;
·CONFIDENCE INTERVALS FOR OR·;

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

73.
74.
75.
7S.
77.
78.
79.

• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.
• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.

80.

DATA BETAS VARCOV;
SET IN.SAMPlE01;

81.

17.
18.
19.

83.

84.

DROP IDNUM··BOOl DENOMDF;

85.
8S.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.

IF N = 1 THEN OUTPUT BETAS;
ElSEIF 2lE IDNUM lE NCEll THEN OUTPUT VARCOV;
TITlEl'COMPARING MAXIMUM POW 150 VS. 100';
TITlE2 'IN BLACK WOMEN AGE 50';
TITLE3 ' ';
TITlE4 • ';
TITLES' ';
TlTlE6'ROW VECTOR OF BETAS';

20.
21.
22.

PAOC IML ;
RESET FUZZ lINESIZE=172 PAGESIZE=46;

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.

34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.

X COLNAME=EMPTY
ROWNAME = {{RACE SEX AGE FAMOIAS
POW POWSQ EOUCAT STRATIO
RACEPOW RCEPOWSQ PDWSEX
POWAGE POWSOAGE POWSOSEX
SEXSTRAnl
LABEl={'COLUMN VECTOR OF X DIFFERENCES'};
X; (XPJ·;
PRINT XI;

82.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.

MATTAIS

• •• COMPUTE lOG OF ODDS RATIO ••• ;
MATTAI8 lOGOR
ROWNAMEo({"LOG ODDS RAnO·}I;
LOGOR = Bp·X;
TITLES' ';
PRINT LOGOR;
• •• COMPUTE VARIANCE OF ODDS RATIO LOG ••• ;
MATTAIS VARLOGOR
ROWNAME = {{'VARIANCE lOG ODDS RATIO'}!;
VARlOGOR = XP·V·X;
PRINT VARLOGOR;
• •• COMPUTE ODDS RATIO .:-.;
MATTRIB OR ROWNAME=t{'OODS RATIO'}!;
OR = EXPILOGOR);
PRINT OR;

100.
•• READ IN BETA MATRIX •• ;
USE BETAS;
READ ALL INTO BP;
TITlE6'ROW VECTOR OF BETAS';
MATTRIB BP ROWNAME=EMPTY
COlNAME = ({RACE SEX AGE FAMDIAS
POW POWSQ EDUCAT STRATIO
RACEPDW RCEPOWSQ POWSEX
PDWAGE PDWSOAGE PDWSQSEX
SEXSTRAT}I;
PAINT BPI;

101.
102.
103.
104.
105.

106.

54.
• ••••••••••••••••••••••••.

56.
57.

• ENTER X VALUES BElOW·;
• ••••••••••••••••••••••••.

58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.

TITlE6'ROW VECTOR OF X DIFFERENCES';
MATTAIS XP ROWNAME=EMPTY
COlN).ME = ({RACE SEX AGE FAMDIAB
POW POWSQ EDUCAT STRATIO
RACEPOW RCEPDWSQ PDWSEX
POWAGE PDWSOAGE PDWSQSEX
SEXSTRAT}I ;
XP={O 0 0 0 2.13492741246798.169554440102069
00 2.134927412467989 .169554440102069
2.13492741246798 1.019228607524
.080946422288414.169554440102069 O};
PRINT IXP;

107.
108.
109.
110.

MArrRIB UP95
ROWNAME =({'UPPER 95 % CONFIDENCE LIMIT'}};
UP95 = EXPllOGOR + I 1.96 • SQVLOGOR)):
PRINT UP95;

11 2.
113.
114.
115.

MATTRIB LOW95
ROWNAME; ({'LOWER 95 % CONFIDENCE LlMIT'}I;
lOW95 = EXP(lOGOR -( 1.96 • SQVlOGOR));
PRINT lOW95;

,,1.

•• READ IN VARIANCEfCOVARIANCE MATRIX •• ;
USE VARCOV;
READ ALL INTO V;
TlTlE6'VARIANCE/COVARIANCE MATRIX';
MATTAIS V ROWNAME=({RACE SEXAGEFAMDIAB
POW POWSQ EDUCAT STRATIO
RACEPOW RCEPOWSQ POWSEX
PDWAGE PDWSQAGE POWSQSEX
SEXSTRAnl
COlNAME =I{RACE SEX AGE FAMOIAB
POW PDWSQ EDUCAT STRATIO
RACEPDW RCEPOWSQ POWSEX
POWAGE POWSQAGE POWSQSEX
SEXSTRAT}}
FORMAT=9.7;
PRINT V /;

55.

• •• COMPUTE 95% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS "";
MATTAIB SQVlOGOR
ROWNAME = ({'SQUARE ROOT OF VARIANCE lOG
ODDS RAnO'j);
SQVLOGOR =SQRTIABSIVARlOGOR)};
PRINT SQVLOGOR:

TITlE6' '.
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COMPARING MAXIMUM POW 150 VS. 100
IN BLACK WOMEN AGE 50
ROW VECTOR OF BETAS
SEX

RACE

BP

AGE

FAMDIAB

POll

POWSQ

EDUCAT

STRATIO

RACEPDW

RCEPDWSQ

0.4014730.4705594 1.02639290.9794972 0.3334383 0.2024862 -0.193331 0.1688836 0.2626923 -0.121516

POWSEX

POWAGE

PDWsQAGE

PDWSQSEX

SEXSTRAT

0.2731180.1156945 -0.057983 -0.231006 0.3997185

VARIANCE/COVARIANCE MATRJX
, SEX

AGE

FAMDIAB

POW

0.0765578 -.0151781 0.0084871
-.01517810.0303453 -.0012538
AGE
0.0084671 -.00125380.0067409
FAMDIAB 0.0132415 0.0004509 0.0052682
0.0167956 -.0190292 0.0071047
POW
POWSQ
-.01224620.0123604 -.0015155
0.0021566 - .0031401 0.0022432
EDUCAT
STRATIO ~.0010866 0.0021472 0.0003508
RACEPOW -.03281360.01240080.0018824
RCEPOWSQ 0.0025226 - .0016489 - .0003962
-.0116512 0.0053102 - .0053698
- .0017981 0.0066644 - .0025845
0.0000311 -.0018300 0.0000836
0.0117977 -.0088726 0.0014970
-.0057562 0.0119179 0.0012072

0.0132415
0.0004509
0.0052682
0.0151716
0.0074637
-.0008018
0.0021205
-.0002196
-.0089062
0.0009806
~ .0030324
-.0026558
0.0003745
0.0000507
0.0060093

0.0167958
-.0190292
0.0071047
0.0074637
0.0437124
-.0159817
-.0005651
-.0042952
-.0207971
0.0030061
- .0235358
- .0131389
0.0023721
0.0127624
0.0034759

RACE

V

RACE
SEX

PDWSQ

EDUCAT

STRATIO

RACEPOW

-.0122462 0.0021566 -.0010868 -.0328136
0.0123604 -.0031401 0.0021472 0.0124008
-.0015155 0.0022432 0.0003508 0.0018824
-.0008018 0.0021205 -.0002196 -.0089062
-.0159817 -.0005651 -.0042952 -.0207971
0.0119388 -.0002959 0.0016699 0.0108248
- .0002959 0.0065407 0.0003122 0.0032437
0.0016699 0.0003122 0.0037019 0.0034591
0.01082480.00324370.00345910.0644891
- .0018100 0.0003928 -.0006704 - .0122853
0.0092477 0.0044106 0.0033812 0.0057000
0.0039957 0.0004253 -.0006041 0.0049043
-.0010907 - .0001018 0,.0002106 -.0011600
-.0105339 -.0010369 -.0017292 -.0062168
0.0009540 -.0000456 - .0048961 -.0019032

RCEPOWSQ

POWSEX

PDWAGE

POWSQAGE

PDWSQSEX

SEXSTRAT

0.0025226 -.0116512 -.0017981 0.0000311 0.0117977 -.0057562
-.0016489 0.0053102 0.0066644 -.0018300 -.0088726 0.0119179
-.0003962 -.0053698 -.0025845 0.0000836 0.0014970 0.0012072
0.0009806 -.0030324 -.00265580.0003745 0.0000507 0.0060093
0.0030061 -.0235358 -.0131389 0.00237210.01276240.0034759
-.0018100 0.0092477 0.0039957 -.0010907 -.0105339 0.0009540
0.0003928 0.0044106 0 .000~253 -.0001018 _ .0010369 _ .0000456
-.0006704 0.0033812 ~.0006041 0.0002106 -.0017292 -.0048961
-.01228530.00570000.0049043 -.0011600 -.0082168 -.0019032
0.0036436 0.0003042 - .0006237 0.0002084 0.0010377 0.0018320
0.0003042 0.0297740 0.0026452 0.0000630 - .0119243 - .0038241
- .0006237 0.0026452 0.0105309 -.0019894 _ .0020136 0.0035348
0.0002084 0.0000630 - .0019894 0.0006468 0.0004031 _ .0013250
'0.0010377 -.0119243 -.0020136 0.0004031 0.0107281 0.0002702
0.0018320 -.0038241 0.0035348 ~ .0013250 0.0002702 0.0364345

ROW VECTOR OF X DIFFERENCES
XP

o

IV

'"

RACE

SEX

AGE

o

o

o

FAMDIAB

COLUMN VECTOR OF X DIFFERENCES
RACE
SEX
AGE
FAMDIAB

POW

POWSQ
EOUCAT
STRATIO
RACEPDW
RCEPDWSQ
PDWSEX
POWAGE
PDWSQAGE
PDWSQSEX
SEXSTRAT

PDWSQ

EDUCAT

o

o
o
o
o

2.1349274
0.1695544

o
o

2.1349274
0.1695544
2.1349274
1.0192286
0.0809464
0.1695544

o

LOGOR
LOG ODDS RATIO 1.9435692
VARLOGOR
VARIANCE LOG ODDS RATIO 0.2551266
OR
ODDS RATIO 6.9836323
SQVLOGOR
SQUARE ROOT OF VARIANCE LOG ODDS 0.5051005 UP95
UPPER 95 % CONFIDENCE LIMIT 18.794537
LOW95
LOWER 95 % CONFIDENCE LIMIT 2.5949626

POll

02.13492740.1695544

STRATIO

POWSQSEX

SEXSTRAT

02.13492740.16955442.13492741.0192286 0.0809464 0.1695544

R!"CEPOW

RCEPDWSQ

PDWSEX

PDWAGE,

PDWSQAGE

o

